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1995 1996 1998 2000 2003 2004
Humble beginnings 
from our home in 
East York, Ontario. 
Our first manufacturing 
facility - our basement.

Infused Oils and  
Vinegars put us 
on the map.

Our line with 
celebrity chef 
Ming Tsai.

Our first annual 
warehouse sale 
opens. 

We move to our 
first free-standing, 
17,000 sq ft food 
plant.

Our not so 
succesful new  
artwork lasted 
all of 3 months.

Twilight Cocktail 
is launched.

Applewood & 
Hickory Smoked 
BBQ sauce hits 
the shelves.

Wildly produces 
our first Private 
Label products 
for national 
grocery chains.

2000 
WILDLY SHIPS 

ITS FIRST 
ORDER TO 
AUSTRALIA

2001 2006

2007 
WILDLY 

DELICIOUS 
ENTERS THE 
UK MARKET

1995 
OUR FIRST 

CRAFT 
SHOW
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20C E L E B R A T I N G  O U R
th

It’s hard to believe that our company is now entering its 20th year.   
In some respects we feel the company is all grown up but our daily 
learning experiences sometimes dictate otherwise.

If ignorance is bliss then we are a living testament to that adage  
because we knew virtually nothing about the food industry when 
Wildly Delicious sold its first bottles.  Driven by the adrenaline rush  
of a new venture and a set of products that had instant public  
acceptance we held on tight and went for the ride of our lives.

In the past 20 years we have seen our share of successes and some  
failures but more importantly we have learned so much about  
something that is so fundamental to our basic existence – food.  And 
while we have been fortunate to design and produce some really cool 
food lines for some of the world’s most notable companies and chefs, 
we never want to lose sight of the fact that food, in its simplest form, 
can be equally spectacular. 

So as we embark on our 20th year, we are thrilled to introduce to you, 
within these pages, the Wildly Delicious brand re-imagined.  However, 
our new packaging, updated graphics and logo only tell part of the 
story. We have redesigned the majority of our products to be simpler, 
cleaner, preservative and additive free versions of their former selves. 
At the same time, we tailored some product lines while expanding 
others to give you, our customers, the best product offerings our 20 
years of experience can provide.  All grown up?  Maybe but we will 
never stop learning and exploring our passion for awesome food.

2008 2009 2013 2014 2015-2016
We launch our 
single most 
successful 
product ever- 
the Brie Baker.

Brie Baker wins 
NASFT Award for 
best non-food 
specialty item.

Wildly obtains 
CFIA  registration 
for regulated 
products.

brie baker 
IAMGE

2012 
PURE & SIMPLE 
IS LAUNCHED

We will be adding 
an exciting new 
product line for 
Fall 2015 and look 
for changes to our 
Pure & Simple line 
of products.

2011 
WE MOVE TO 

OUR NEW 
40,000 SQ FT 

FACILITY

Accredited BRC  
and HACCP 
food safety 
certifications.

Beet & Red  Onion
Marmalade wins 
SOFI™ award for
best condiment.

Petite Maison 
SOFI™ Finalist for 
Outstanding  
Product Line.
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A1 A2 A3

GRILLING SAUCES
350 ML (11.8 US. FL. OZ.)

KOREAN BBQ
A skillful combination of pears, ginger, scallions, rice vinegar and sesame oil blend 
to create a wonderfully sticky, sweet and sour glaze for barbecued beef short ribs. 
A1  |  KBS AU  |  621787032048

SALMON TERIYAKI GARLIC & BROWN SUGAR
A sweet and tangy Asian inspired marinade that will infuse even the humblest 
salmon steak with robust flavour and character. Try with other varieties of fish  
and vegetables. 
A2  |  STS AU  |  621787033687 

PERI  PERI CHILI & GARLIC
Peri Peri brings the authentic taste of Portugal to your table. Using lemons and 
traditional African Bird’s Eye Chilies our Peri Peri sauce is the perfect spicy  
ingredient for true Portuguese grilled chicken.
A3  | PPS AU  |  621787027006 

International Flavours

BEST
SELLER



KOREAN BBQ SAUCE

Sizzling hot must haves
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Bask in the Glory of Cooking

OLD SCHOOL TOMATO GRAPE 
MEATBALL SIMMERING SAUCE



BIRYANI RICE COOKING SAUCE

THE SPICE IS RIGHT
Wildly’s time-saving sauces inject an authentic 
Indian flavour into simple dishes where the 
sauce does all the work for you.

COOKING SAUCES 
350 ML (11.8 US. FL. OZ.)
BUTTER CHICKEN GINGER & GARAM MASALA  
INDIAN COOKING SAUCE
One of our most popular sauces.  Re-create this rich, velvety restaurant favourite 
at home. Get adventurous and use as a base sauce on an irresistable Butter  
Chicken Pizza.
A4  |  BCS AU  |  621787029680 

BIRYANI RICE COCONUT & SULTANA  
INDIAN COOKING SAUCE
This sauce makes preparing traditional Indian cuisine so simple, even novice 
cooks will look like heros. Simply blend your choice of vegetables with cooked 
rice, add sauce and serve.
A5  |  BIS AU  |  621787032055

OLD SCHOOL TOMATO GRAPE  
MEATBALL SAUCE
A recipe from your Grandmother’s era and an old favorite of many a  
generation. An unlikely combination of tomato and Concord grape juice  
creates a deliciously sticky sweet sauce that is simply irresistable.
A6  |  MSS AU  |  621787034004  

MARBELLA CHICKEN GREEN OLIVE & PLUM  
SPANISH COOKING SAUCE
Bring a taste of the Mediterranean into your kitchen with this time honoured 
combination of olives, capers and European cultivar plums to create classic 
Marbella chicken.  
A7  |   MMC AU  |  621787028478

TERIYAKI BLOOD ORANGE & GINGER  
JAPANESE COOKING SAUCE
Ginger, garlic and Blood Orange juice are blended into naturally brewed soya 
producing a sweet and savoury sauce perfect for roasting and grilling chicken, 
beef, pork and salmon.
A8  |  OTG AU  |  621787021769

A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

BEST
SELLER
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Huge flavours from the grill

NEWFOUNDLAND  
SCREECH RUM BBQ SAUCE

APPLEWOOD & HICKORY 
SMOKED BBQ SAUCE
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BBQ SAUCES 
350 ML (11.8 US. FL. OZ.)

APPLEWOOD & HICKORY SMOKED
Big, smokey flavour and impossibly addictive. Our number one selling product needs to reside in 
your pantry because if smokey BBQ is your thing this sauce will be the only one you will ever use. 
Please use responsibly.
A9  |  ABS AU  |  621787020281 

CHIPOTLE & CHERRYWOOD SMOKED
This versatile, mildly fiery, barbeque sauce plays the smooth flavour of Cherrywood smoke 
against earthy Chipotle peppers.  If you like your barbeque sauce rich and smokey with a bit  
of warmth this is the one.   
A10  |  CBS AU  |  621787033656

SIRACHA & CIDER VINEGAR
Made using Thailand’s most acclaimed hot sauce.  If you like Sriracha you’ll love this unsmoked 
BBQ Sauce that lets the complex flavors of fermented chilis and garlic be the hero of your grill.  
A11  |  SBS AU  |  621787033663

BOURBON & MAPLE SYRUP
Dark maple syrup from the north meets the seductive southern charms of Bourbon in this rich, 
slightly sweet sauce. Ideal for basting grilled chicken, pork and salmon.
A12  | MBS AU  |  621787031744  

NEWFOUNDLAND SCREECH RUM
With more than 150 years of Newfoundland heritage behind its name, Screech Rum is an  
East coast treasure. Often underestimated, Screech is smooth and mellow in character and a 
perfect addition to this fruity, unsmoked BBQ sauce having notes of pineapple, allspice  
and a hint of clove. 
A13  | NSS AU  |  621787025033 APPLEWOOD &  

HICKORY SMOKED
BBQ SAUCE

A9 A10 A11 A12 A13

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER



In celebration of The Steak

ROASTED GARLIC & DIJON 
STEAK SAUCE
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STEAK SAUCES  350 ML (11.8 US. FL. OZ.)
Backed by our solid reputation for producing of truly exceptional barbeque 
sauces, we offer three outstanding steak sauces. Along side our legendary 
Chimichurri sauce,  our two North American styled Steakhouse sauces are 
unmistakably familiar yet distinctly Wildly Delicious. These are must-have 
products for the serious steak lover.

CHIMICHURRI
Our chimichurri sauce transports you instantly to Argentina, where this 
traditional condiment is a national favourite. Chimichurri is a mélange of 
fresh cilantro, parsley, garlic, chili , oil, and vinegar. This fragrant condiment 
is served on tables all across South America and Europe as a steak sauce.  
Also makes a great marinade! 
A14  |  CCS AU  |  621787020304 

ROASTED GARLIC & DIJON
The irresistibly smooth nature of roasted garlic accentuates this well- 
rounded sauce that features a whisper of curry and turmeric.
A15  |  GSS AU  |  621787032062

JAMAICAN JERK
A fiery combination of Chili Peppers, thyme and other traditional Jerk  
seasonings are blended into this tangy, complex steak sauce.
A16  |  JSS AU  |  621787032079

A14 A15 A16

BEST
SELLER



SPICE RUBS  40 G (1.4 OZ)
Our freshly curated line of spice rubs offers a 
comprehensive set of seasonings for meat,  
fish and shellfish.  Packaged in our new  
resealable, window tin for easy pinching.   

See page 25 for the full  
picture of our new packaging,

STOUT BEER & PEPPERCORN RUB
A19  |  BPR ST  |  621787034158

APPLE & THYME RUB
A18  |  ATR ST  |  621787034134

MAPLE & HICKORY RUB
A20  |  MHS ST  |  621787034035

CUBAN SPICE
A17  |  CUS ST  |  621787034066

stupendous on steak

STEAKHOUSE RUB
A22 |  SHR ST  |  621787034042 

charringly good on beef

CAJUN SPICE
A21  |  CAS ST  |  621787034059

sings the blues with  
 chicken, shellfish and rice

delicious on pork , rocks the  
               boat with fish

ideal for chicken & turkey

goes swimmingly with salmon

PERI PERI SPICE
A23  |  PPS ST  |  621787034141

makes a splash with shrimp &
  plucking good on chicken

NEW 
PACKAGING
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Spice up your life



A world of flavour for the 
                  universal condiment

STOUT BEER MUSTARD
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MUSTARDS 130 ML (4.4 US. FL. OZ)  

CLASSIC HERB
This truly versatile condiment 
uses a classic combination of  
basil, parsley & thyme blended 
into mild Dijon style mustard.

A24  |  CHM VP  |  621787033779 

JALAPEÑO MUSTARD
A traditional Ball Park mustard 
with a mild jalapeno kick. Not  
too spicy but packed with flavour,  
it’s a home run with hot dogs  
and sausages.

A27  |  JPM VP  |  621787033793 

GARLIC & LEMON
Rich garlic mingled with the 
brightness of lemon creates this 
satisfying summer mustard. Enjoy 
alongside your burger or as a dip.

A25  |  GLM VP  |  621787033786 

QUEBEC MAPLE
Dark Quebec Maple Syrup is 
blended with brown and yellow 
mustard flours to produce a  
thinner, Russian style mustard 
with pure Canadian spirit.

A28  |  MAM VP  |  621787033809

HONEY
Pure Clover honey is blended with a 
unique combination of mustard flours 
to create a sweet style mustard with a 
subtle zing. Delicious with chicken but 
spectacular as a pretzel dip.

A26  |  HOM VP  |  621787033762 

STOUT BEER
Genuine Guinness is gently folded  
into this Dijon style mustard for a dark, 
rich, pub-worthy flavour. Perfectly 
served with a warm soft pretzel.

A29  |  SBM VP  |  621787033816 

NEW 
SMALLER JARS

MUSTARD TRIO SET  
One jar each of:  Stout beer • Classic herb • Honey mustards
A29B  |  MTB GS  |  621787034301

A29B
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KETCHUPS 212 ML (7.2 US. FL. OZ) 

Who are we to mess around with the Holy Grail of condiments? Well, we were inspired to develop more 
natural products with a fresh spin on flavour. We are confident you will be pleasantly surprised with these 
spoonable Ketchups. No need to bang the bottle patiently waiting for that slow drip. Free of preservatives 
and artificial colors. These are rich and dark condiments that every French fry will appreciate. 

CLASSIC
A30  |  CTK ER  |  621787033861

GARLIC & BASIL
A31  |  GBK ER  |  621787033878

SPICED ANCHO CHILI
A32  |  SAK ER  |  621787033892

SPICED ANCHO 
CHILI KETCHUP

CLASSIC KETCHUP

Take a dip
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INFUSED EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OILS
 250 ML (8.5 US. FL. OZ) 

These products have been in our line for more than 15 years.  This year we updated the labeling but the 
old-world mechanical top remains untouched.  These oils have a low acidity that you come to expect from 
an extra virgin olive oil while possessing a light fruitiness that is suitable for layering on flavour.  Naturally 
infused with no additives or preservatives.

BASIL
A33  |  BEV QD  
621787006841

ROASTED GARLIC
A35  |  GEV QD 
621787006834

ROSEMARY
A36  |  REV QD
621787010756

LEMON & SUNDRIED 
TOMATO
A34  |  LTO QD
621787008142

CHILI
A37  |  CEV QD 
621787026993

From the pantry



All grown up

GRILLING OIL TRIO  
One bottle each of: Ancho chili  •  Roasted garlic &  
shallot  •  Grilled vegetable & potato oils
A44B |  GOT GS  |  621787034318

A44B
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CUISINE OILS 
240 ML (8.1 US. FL. OZ.)
Versatile and practical, these oils are packaged in our popular, highly functional squeeze bottles and feature a broad range of  
flavours from spicy to fruity, all made with grapeseed and sunflower oils. Grapeseed oil is cholesterol and sodium free and is low  
in saturated fat. You can fry, sauté, or even bake without smoking, splattering or burning. This is a professional chef ’s secret  
everyone should know about.

GRILLED VEGETABLE & POTATO                             
Use as an everyday oil to get inspired in your  
kitchen and on your grill. Squeeze over vegetables 
before grilling or toss with potatoes before roasting.
A38  |  GVP CO  |  621787027549

MEYER LEMON 
The quintessential partner for any type of chicken. 
Simply squeeze over the bird and apply your  
favorite spices before roasting.
A39  |  MLO CO  |  621787027525

ROASTED GARLIC & SHALLOT 
A perfect companion to any grill master. Apply a 
liberal squeeze to meats, poultry or pork before  
you light up your grill.
A40  |  RGS CO  |  621787027532

SUNDRIED TOMATO & BASIL 
Traditional Italian flavors to apply to traditional 
italian dishes. Drizzle over hot or cold pastas,  
bruschettas, focaccia and Caprese salad.
A41  |  STB CO  |  621787027563

SMOKED OILS 
240 ML (8.1 US. FL. OZ.) 
ANCHO CHILI   
The rich smokey heat of ancho chilies makes this a perfect 
choice for stir fries and grilled meats.
A42  |  ACO PB  |  621787033915 

HICKORY & THYME
Ideal for grilling fish, one squeeze is all you need. Apply a 
liberal drizzle before grilling to create a perfectly earthy, 
smokey fish.
A43  |  HTO PB  |  621787033922

MAPLEWOOD
This smoked oil is an easy way to add some flavor to any 
barbeque. Let a liberal squeeze of the Maplewood Smoked Oil 
provide a subtle maple aroma and smokey flavor to any type 
of fish, poultry or pork.
A44  |  MWO PB  |  621787033908

A38

A42 A43 A44

A39 A40 A41
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BLACK RASPBERRY PASSION
Rich and fruity with bright raspberry notes. One of our  
original flavours that has stood the test of time.
A45  |  BLR SE  |  621787001976 

BLACK MISSION FIG
No fig aroma or artifical flavours.  Unlike our competitiors 
we cook dark, sweet black mission figs and rich balsamic 
vinegar with a hint of Sherry into this compelling vinegar  
for a taste like no other.
A46  |  FFB SE  |  621787011630

BLACK MAPLE MAGIC
Canadian maple syrup and rich balsamic vinegar are  
blended into this sweetly addictive vinegar. Excellent  
over grilled vegetables and roasted chicken.
A47  |  BMM SE  |  621787005165

WHITE LUSCIOUS LEMON
New this season!  Sweet & tart, this freshly flavoured  
white balsamic will become your favourite go-to vinegar  
for homemade salad dressings.
A48  |  LHW SE  |  621787033984

CLASSIC INFUSED BALSAMIC VINEGARS  
375 ML (12.7 US. FL. OZ.)

A Wildly Delicious original since 1995.  Use this rich fruity balsamic in sauces,   
as a deglazing liquid, in reductions, salad dressings and marinades.

A45 A46 A47 A48

Fruit in a bottle
NEW  

SHELF FRIENDLY 
BOTTLES 

BEST SELLERS
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SAVOURY SEASONINGS
Our line of tried and true seasonings have worked their way into the hearts 
and onto the dinner plates of Canadians across our great land. Some are 
reminiscent of the scented air of a Sunday feast at your Grandmother’s 
house. Others, like our Truffle Mashed Potato Seasoning, will inspire you  
to create your very own traditions.

60 G (2.1 OZ.) 
ROASTED GARLIC & CHIVE MASHED POTATO
A49  |  RGC ST  |  621787034073

GARLIC & ROSEMARY ROASTED POTATO
A50  |  GRR ST  |  621787034097

TRUFFLE MASHED POTATO
A51  |  TMP ST  | 621787033977

50 G (1.8 OZ.) 
CRANBERRY & PEPPERCORN STUFFING
A52  |  CPS ST  |  621787034080

THE ULTIMATE BURGER SEASONING
A53  |  UBS ST  |  621787034127 

SQUARE DISH SET - 4PC   
Sold on their own or as an accessory for 
the Bread Dipper serving plate, these four 
square serving dishes fit into the plate’s 
indentation to showcase a variety of  
Wildly Delicious antipastos, compotes  
or tapenades.  
8.5 cm x 8.5 cm x 3.5 cm   
(3.35” x 3.35” x 1.38”).  
A54  |  SDS CR  |  621787022957 

SERVING SPOON
This small serving spoon is perfect for  
serving any of our ‘ready to serve’ products.
A55  |  CSS CR  |  621787023466

A55

A54
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True comfort food

A53

A52

A51

A50

A49

NEW 
PACKAGING
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PEPPERCORN & SHALLOT
Coarse grind sea salt, ideally seasoned for pork.
A56  |  PSS WT  |  621787019544 

LEMON & THYME
Coarse grind sea salt, ideally seasoned for fish & seafood.
A57  |  LTS WT  |  621787016598

GARLIC & BASIL
Coarse grind sea salt, ideally seasoned for vegetables.
A58  |  GBS WT |  621787016611

SMOKEY BBQ
Coarse grind sea salt, ideally seasoned for steak.
A59 |  SBS WT  |  621787016604

ROASTED GARLIC
Coarse grind sea salt, ideally seasoned for pretty much everything.
A60  |  RGS WT  |  621787026863

BUTCHER’S SALTS 200 G (7.0 OZ)
Grinder ready and ideal for hand sprinkling as a  
finishing touch to any dish. Each of our salts combine  
a blend of brightly flavoured seasonings. Customers  
will buy these salts just to get their hands on the  
package as the jar has unlimited kitchen applications 
long after the product is finished.

A56

A59 A60

A57 A58
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Whether you’re giving roasts succulent flavour with 

a salt crust, or bringing a touch of salty-sweetness to 

desserts, Wildly Delicious has a range of quality

salts for every occasion.

SMOKEY BBQ SALT
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A42 A40

PIZZA MADE EASY
MERCHANDISING TIP
Sell the whole pizza story including the stone, pizza  
seasonings, pastes and cuisine oils for La dolce vita.

SEE PAGE 21 FOR DETAILS
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A61 A62

PIZZA PASTES 
130 ML (4.4 US. FL. OZ.)

ARTICHOKE & GARLIC
Our creamy, herb-seasoned artichoke paste  
combines fresh artichokes and garlic with  
premium extra-virgin olive oil to create an  
artisan pizza at home.
A61  |  AGP VP  |  621787032130

MUSHROOM TRUFFLE
Our rich, herb-seasoned pizza paste combines fresh mushrooms with the  
seductive earthy character of white truffles and premium extra-virgin olive  
oil to create an artisan pizza at home.
A62  |  MTP VP  |  621787031942

ANCHO CHILI  (repeated from page 21)  
Finish your pizza with a little drizzle of this oil to add the rich smokey  
heat of Ancho Chilies.
A42  |  ACO PB  |  621787033915

ROASTED GARLIC & SHALLOT (repeated from page 21) 
Finish your pizza with the mellow flavour of rich roasted garlic. A little  
drizzle is all you need.
A40  |  RGS CO  |  621787027532
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A63-A66

A66

PIZZA STONES
Finished with a hand-dipped glaze, these pizza stones produce 
perfectly crispy crusts and doubles as a cheese board or trivet. 
Able to withstand high heat, it can be used in the oven, on  
the grill and over an open flame and it’s dishwasher safe. 
The essential handles make the stone easy to lift.  
37 cm diam.; 43 cm diam., handle to handle  
(14 1/2” diam.; 17” diam., handle to handle)

RED  
 A63  |  PSR WD  |  621787031621

CREAM  
A64  |  PSC WD  |  621787031775

GREY  
A65  |  PSG WD  |  621787031782

BLACK  
A66  |  PSB WD  |  621787033366

A63
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PIZZA SEASONINGS 
50 G (1.8 OZ.)
Cooks often rely on custom blends of aromatic 
herbs and spices to lend distinctive character 
to their signature pizzas. Perfect for home-
made pizzas or your favorite take-out pies, 
our classic Roasted Garlic Seasoning adds 
vibrant flavour to focaccia, calzones or pasta 
dishes.

GARLIC & BASIL  
A67  |  GPS ST  |  621787034103

SUNDRIED TOMATO & PARMESAN
A68  |  SPS ST  |  621787034110

A67

A68

NEW 
PACKAGING

MERCHANDISING TIP
sell the whole pizza story including 
the stone, pizza seasonings, pastes and 
cuisine oils for La dolce vita.
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DIPS  230 G (8.1 OZ.)

ARTICHOKE & PARMESAN
Two of our favourite flavours come together in this rich and creamy, white bean based dip.
A69  |  AGD ER  |  621787025408 

CARMALIZED RED ONION & BALSAMIC
A touch of balsamic vinegar softly rounds out mild  and sweet red onions in a chickpea base.
A70  |  CBD ER  |  621787025422

FRENCH ONION & GOAT CHEESE
This flavour is a crowd pleaser time and time again. Just open then serve and watch your crowd go wild. 
A71  |  FOD ER  |  621787023336

SPINACH, ARTICHOKE & MOZZARELLA
Not just at restaurants anymore, this famous blend can be served at home with crackers anytime.
A72  |  SAD ER  |  621787022605

ROASTED RED PEPPER & FETA
Simply open and serve. Unlike our competition, we don’t use commercial mayonnaise as the primary 
dairy component but rather, real cream for a decidedly superior taste. 
A73  |  RFD ER |  621787020908

A69

A72 A73

A70 A71
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STYLISH SERVEWARE
CHALK BOWL SET
Entertain with style & simplicity with this ceramic chalk bowl which is  
for customizing every entertaining experience effortlessly. Simply decorate 
the sides of the bowls with supplied chalk and create a creative and  
different occasion each time.
A74  |  CTB PM8  |  621787034011

ROUND WARM DIP SERVING SET
A fresh take on an old favourite, this warmer is now offered in a new round 
shape with easy to use handles. Packaged in a sophisticated box it makes  
a perfect hostess gift. This 5 piece set contains a round bowl with  
matching lid, ceramic serving stand, tea light and ceramic serving spoon. 
Your customers will be free to mingle when entertaining at home and  
you will maximize your sales by matching the set with the perfect  
partnering Warm Dips. 
A75 |  RDW CR4  |  621787032284

Create your own party

A74

A75
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Often imitated but never duplicated, no one can match the honest flavours of Canada’s  

original and most respected bread dippers since 1995. All of our dippers contain pure  

sunflower oil and are preservative, trans fat and cholesterol free. To enjoy, simply shake  

vigorously onto a shallow serving plate and serve with freshly torn chunks of crusty bread.  

Try any of our 8 delicious bread dippers as inspirational marinades and salad dressings.

Canada's Bread Dipper
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BREAD DIPPERS  
375 ML (12.7 US. FL.OZ)

TRIO BOXES  
3X 150 ML(5.0US FL OZ.)

ROASTED GARLIC & PARMESAN
A76 |  RGP SE  |  621787015478 

SUNDRIED TOMATO & BASIL
A77  |  STB SE  |  621787012040

HERBED BALSAMIC
A78  |  WIS SE |  621787003161

ASIAGO & ARTICHOKE 
CHARDONNAY 
A79  |  ACC SE  |  621787019285

ROASTED GARLIC BRUSCHETTA 
A80  |  BBD SE |  621787026696

MUSHROOM & WHITE  
TRUFFLE OIL 
A81 |  PMT SE |  621787026702

GREEK OREGANO & LEMON 
A82  |  GBD SE  |  621787013498

PERI PERI 
A83  |  PPD SE  |  621787033670

ROASTED GARLIC & PARMESAN
A84  |  RGP M1  |  621787019308 

SUNDRIED TOMATO & BASIL
A88  |  STB M1  |  621787020830

HERBED BALSAMIC
A86  |  WIS M1 |  621787019292

ASIAGO & ARTICHOKE 
CHARDONNAY 
A87  |  ACC M1  |  621787020823

ROASTED GARLIC BRUSCHETTA 
A85  |  BBD M1  |  621787026764

PERI PERI 
A89  |  PPD M1  |  621787033694

BREAD DIPPER TRIO VOL.1
Roasted Garlic & Parmesan, Herbed  
Balsamic,and Roasted Garlic &  
Tomato Bruschetta
A90  |  B TRIO  |  621787019582 

BREAD DIPPER TRIO VOL.2
Asiago & Artichoke Chardonnay,   
Sundried Tomato & Basil, and  
Roasted Garlic & Parmesan.
A91 |  B2 TRIO  |  621787021035

A77 A78 A79 A80 A81 A82 A83A76

A90

A84 A86 A85

A87 A88 A84

A91

A89

MINI BREAD DIPPERS
150 ML (5.0 US. FL.OZ)

NEW  
SHELF FRIENDLY 

BOTTLES 

BEST SELLERS
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Bring on the Cheese
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COMPOTES FOR CHEESE  150 G (5.3 OZ.)
Good Things Come in Small Packages.  New Smaller Size!

As one of our signature lines, our compotes lead the market in cheese accompaniments. Repackaged, redesigned and reformulated, all 
our compotes are now preservative free with deeper richer colour, perfect texture and outstanding flavour. However, our compotes are 
very versatile products so don’t just stop at the cheese. Try using our Caramelized Onion Compote on roast beef sandwiches or our  
Cranberry Compote with turkey. Imagination is your only boundary.
 
Please see our Cheese chart (page 39) for a compote matching reference guide.

FIG, APPLE & WALNUT (FOR CHEDDAR CHEESE)
Crisp apples and sweet California figs mingle with chunky walnuts to create a 
slightly sweet but decidedly fruity compote. Splendid with Cheddar.
A92  | AFC VP  |  621787033953

CARAMELIZED ONION & BALSAMIC (FOR HARD AGED CHEESE)
Caramelized red onions and balsamic vinegar come together with a touch of  
sweetness and a peppery bite. Ideally suited to accompany hard aged Italian  
cheeses. 
A93  |  COC VP  |  621787033939

CRANBERRY, PORT & PECAN FOR BRIE & CAMEMBERT
The warm woody character of Port accentuates tart cranberries in a compote  
created to complement both Brie, Camembert and other soft ripened cheeses.  
A94  |  CPC VP  |  621787033946

A92 A93 A94

NEW  
SMALLER JAR
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ENTERTAIN IN STYLE
CHEESE & DIP SERVING ENSEMBLE
A revisit to a popular old friend, this 5 piece set includes a serving plate, 
two  square dishes and two spreading knives packaged in a reusable  
redesigned slip-top gift box. Dimensions: 11 1/2” square tray.
A95  |   CSE CR4   |  621787032222

SPREADING KNIFE
Dimensions: 5 3/4” in length
A96  |  CSK CR3  |  621787025149

CHEESE KNIFE
Dimensions: 8 3/4” in length
A97  |  CCK CR3  |  621787025231

A95

A96

A97
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CHEESE PAIRING CHART
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ASAIGO n

BRIE n n

BEEMSTER n

BRILLIAT–SAVARIN n n

BUFFALO MOZZARELLA n

CAMEMBERT n n

CAMBOZOLA  n

CAERPHILY n

CHEVRE n

EMMENTAL n n

FETA  n

FRUILANO n

GOUDA n n

GLOUCHESTER n n

GRUYERE n

HAVARTI n

JARLSBERG n n

LANCASHIRE n

MIZITHRA n

MONTEREY JACK n n

MORBIER

PARMESAN REGGIANO n

PECORINO n

PIERRE ROBERT n

PROVOLONE n

ROMANO n

ROQUEFORT n

SAINT ANDRE n n

STILTON

SWISS n n

WHITE CHEDDAR n n

CERAMIC TABLE RUNNER  
Modern and chic this, very trendy 
ceramic table runner can be used for 
anything from everyday service to party 
entertaining. Try pairing  it up with  
our ceramic square dishes for a  
versatile dip tray. L: 18” X W: 6”
A98  |  CTR CR4  |  621787032338

MARBLE CHEESE TRAY  
Dimensions: D20 X H27.5 (cm)
A99  |  MCT PM7  |  621787033489

A98

A99
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SLATE  
CHEESE BOARD SET
COMES WITH SOAPSTONE PEN

Dimensions: D30cm X 15cm 1.25 cm
Packaged in brown stock box.
A100  |  SCB PM7 |  621787033182 

Signature style
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TAPENADES 
220 G (7.7 OZ.)

While our traditional olive tapenades reside in the 
Petite Maison line, here we offer unique, versatile, 
flavour-packed condiments ideally suited to spread 
on crusty bread, crostinis and crackers. Best served 
with cold meats and assorted cheeses but equally 
inspiring as a pizza sauce or Panini spread.

ARTICHOKE & ASIAGO
A fresh spin on a classic, this tapenade combines  
the subtle flavour of artichokes with pungent  
asiago cheese and sparkling champagne.
A101  |  AAT ER  |  621787019391 

ROASTED RED PEPPER & PORT 
Fire roasted red peppers complement the fruity aro-
ma of port to create the perfect balance of  
sweet and savoury.
A102  |  RRT ER  |  621787020397

SUNDRIED TOMATO & BASIL
This extraordinary tapenade is a crowd pleaser  
with a combination of sundried tomatoes, fine 
herbs and basil.
A103  |  STT ER  |  621787019377

BRUSCHETTAS
240 G (8.5 OZ.)

TOMATILLOS & JALAPEÑO
The heat of jalapeño combined with cilantro and 
tomatillo introduce a  South American twist to  
this traditional condiment.
A104  |  SAB ER |  621787022148 

OVEN ROASTED TOMATO & BASIL  
Garlic and basil enhance the natural sweetness  
of oven roasted tomatoes in this classic Italian 
condiment. Serve with olive oil toasted baguette 
rounds and crostinis topped with a variety  
of cheeses. Also makes a refreshing side dish  
or salad.
A105  |  TBB ER  |  621787021028

THREE PEPPER WITH BASIL & LEMON 
Red, yellow and green sweet peppers mingle  
with onion and tomato in this highly addictive 
bruschetta Preservative free, zero trans fat,  
no cholesterol and vegetarian friendly. 
A106  |  TPB ER  |  621787025002

A104

A101

A105

A102

A106

A103
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We’re proud to announce that the entirety of our Petite Maison line

was nominated for a NASFT 2012 SOFI™ Award for Outstanding Product Line.

This recognition is a huge honour, as we strive to constantly

provide only the best of specialty foods.

Outstanding Product Line

2009  Gold Winner 
Non-food specialty item

2012  Award for Outstanding 
Product Line
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BRIE BAKERS
Exquisitely packaged with fond recollection of the French  
countryside, Petite Maison continues to set the standard by  
which all other Brie Bakers are measured.

Each box includes ceramic bottom, lid and bamboo spreader. 

CHARCOAL                     
B1  |  BBG PM6  |  621787031706

BLUEBERRY               
B2  |  BBB PM6  |  621787031683

LICORICE                         
B3  |  BBL PM6  |  621787031720

CREAM        
B4  |  BBD PM  |  621787025088

APPLE GREEN               
B5  |  BBA PM6  |  621787031690 

RED                     
B6  |  BBR PM2  |  621787025699

TANGERINE               
B7  |  BBT PM6  |  621787031713

The classic brie baker
OFTEN IMITATED, NEVER MATCHED, SHOP THE ORIGINAL.

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B1

B2
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BRIE BAKER 
CASSIS               
B9  |  CBB PM3  |  621787027303 

BRIE BRÛLÉS 80 G (2.8 OZ)
Inspired by the classical French dessert, we have applied the decadence of a crusty caramelized sugary top to the warm, silky  
luxury of baked Brie. The perfect union of two brilliant foods resulting in an appetizer of unparalleled goodness.

HONEY ORANGE WITH  
BLACK PEPPER
B10  |  HOB PM  |  621787027075 

CHOCOLATE WITH FLEUR 
DE SEL & HAZELNUTS
B11  |  CFH PM  |  621787026931

CARAMEL & SPICE  
WITH ALMONDS
B12  | CSA PM  |  621787026924  

CHERRY PISTACHIO 
B13  |  CPB PM  |  621787028638

Sugar and spice

B9

B10



BRÛLÉ TORCH
Set the desire for caramelized brie toppings aglow with this easy to handle finishing tool.  The Brûlé Torch completes the brie baker story and  
illuminates the senses with the skill of a chef. Butane sold separately. 

B14  |  BLT PM  |  621787028652

B11

B12B13

B14
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CHEESE KNIFE SET
(see page 51)

SLATE CHEESE BOARD SET

Dimensions: D30cm X 15cm 1.25 cm
Packaged in brown stock box.
B15  |  SCB PM7 |  621787033182 

Creative Entertaining with Style

B15
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COMPOTES FOR CHEESE  170 G (6 OZ.)

Good Things Come in Small Packages.  New Smaller Size!

BLUEBERRY ICEWINE  
Wild blueberries and Reisling icewine form the 
heart of this fruity, sweet compote. Ideally served 
with baked Brie and Camembert.
B16  |  BIC VP |  621787032710

BLOOD ORANGE & PORT  
Citrus delicately rounded with Port produces a 
compote that is best served with extra old white 
cheddars.
B17 |  BOC VP |  621787033441

TART CHERRY & ALMOND
160 G (5.6 OZ.)
A classical combination of tart Montmorency 
cherries, sliced roasted almonds and red wine 
strikes the perfect balance between sweet and tart. 
Best served with baked Brie,Camembert and other 
soft ripened cheeses.
B18  |  CAC VP |  621787033472

FIG, BRANDY & VANILLA
The comforting richness of vanilla, delicate figs 
and warm brandy mingle in perfect balance. Best 
served with chèvre, fresh ricotta and blue cheeses.
B19  |  FBC VP |  621787033434

FIG & PEAR WITH ORANGE
150 G (5.2 OZ.)
Figs. Here, this truly biblical fruit is cooked with 
ripe pears and sweet oranges. This stellar com-
bination of flavour is best served with Parmesan 
Reggiano and other hard Italian cheeses.
B20  |  FPO VP |  621787033526

MULLED WINE
A deliciousy spiced red wine jelly that is best 
served with Stilton and other blue veined cheese.
B21  |  MWC VP |  621787033519

PEACH BOURBON & BLACK TEA
A truly remarkable compote that is delicate yet 
balanced.  Best served with baked goat cheese and 
fresh mascarpone.
B22  |  PBC VP |  621787033458

B16 B17 B18

B19 B20 B21 B22

NEW  
SMALLER JAR
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SMALL CERAMIC POT 
WITH SPOON 
B24  |  SCP PM4  |  621787028850

MARBLE CHEESE TRAY WITH DOME
Dimensions: D20 X H27.5 (cm)
Packaged in brown stock box

B23  |  SCD PM7  |  621787033465

CHEESE
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SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF COMPOTES ON PAGE 47

BOOZY COMPOTE SET  
One  jar each of:  Fig, brandy & vanilla  • Peach bourbon & 
black tea •  Blood orange & port compotes
B23C  |  VP1 SET  |   621787033717
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FIG & PEAR WITH ORANGE COMPOTE
Fig, a truly biblical fruit blended into fresh pears and 
sweet oranges. Try this new spectacular combination of 
flavours over goat cheese in our new goat cheese baker.
B25 |  FPO VP  |  62187026078

Our Fig & Pear with Orange Compote 
was selected as a Silver Finalist in the 
2010 Nasft sofi™awards competition 

in the Condiment category.

B25
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PLACEMAT PADS
These beautiful placemats give you 50 opportunities for everyday 
entertaining. Perfect for any event too!  Food Safe. Soy based inks 
and 30% recycled content. 12.5” X 19” Proudly Designed in Canada.

See other pads on page 69

BON APPÉTIT
B26  |  BAP PM5  |  621787030303 

ART DECO   
B27  |  ADP PM6  |  621787032376

Entertain with ease

B26

B27
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CHEESE KNIFE SET
Accompanied by a serving fork, the four knives are each proudly branded 
and feature Rosewood handles and high quality, Japanese stainless-steel 
blades shaped for a specific type of cheese. 5” to 5 3/4” long. Five-piece set.

B28  |  CKS PM  |  621787026856

Our Cheese Knife Set, 
has been selected as a 
Silver Finalist in the 
2011 NASFT sofi™ 
Awards Competition, for 
Outstanding Non-Food 
Specialty Item

Award winning best seller

B28
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CERAMIC CHEESE MARKERS
Like great wines, there are thousands of wonderful cheeses, 
sometimes rare and often having obscure names. It never does 
a cheese justice to present it anonymously on a board as if to toy 
with your guests by saying, “you can taste it but you can’t know 
what it is”. We’ve forever put an end to the cheese tease with our 
wonderfully refined cheese markers. Delicately embossed with 
our signature scroll, this set of six ceramic markers includes a 
dry erase pen and comes in an elegantly flocked pull drawer box. 
Box includes: 6 cream ceramic markers and 1 dry erase marker.  

B29  |  CCM PM  |  621787025927

B29

Cheese sensations
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GOAT CHEESE BAKER
Inspired by our highly successful Brie baker, this imaginative 
ceramic Baker is created specifically for baking goat cheese, 
chèvre and other soft ripened cheeses. Creamy, easy and elegant, 
baked goat cheese is a great first course for any occasion.

Box includes: Ceramic Goat Cheese Baking Dish with lid, 
interior ceramic tray and bamboo spreader. Dishwasher, oven 
and microwave safe.
 
CREAM
B30  |  GCC PM  |  621787026658

HERB CRUSTS
Aromatic luxury meets comforting warmth. The 
perfect complement to the savoury earthiness of 
warm baked goat cheese. Gently roll a log of goat 
cheese in the herb crust of your choice prior to baking.

SUNDRIED TOMATO & BASIL   
B31  |  12 g (0.4 oz)  |  SBC PM  |  621787026207 

PEPPERCORN & ONION     
B32  |  10 g (0.4 oz)  |  POC PM  |  621787026238 

ROASTED GARLIC & THYME  
B33 |  10 g (0.4oz)  |  GTC PM  |  621787026221 

HERB DE PROVENCE     
B34  |  10 g (0.4 oz)  |  HPC PM  |  621787026214

B30

B31

B32

B34

B33
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STONEWARE MUSTARD POT
WITH SPREADER
Give the perfect gift with this impressive handmade pot from  
Portugal and handsome bamboo spreader. Ideally displayed with  
our new French country mustard.
 
B36  |  SMP PM6  |  621787032116

FRENCH COUNTRY 
WHOLE GRAIN MUSTARD
220 ML (7.4 US FL.OZ.)
 
B35  |  FCM PM  |  621787032031

B35

B36

B36
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WHITE TRUFFLE MUSTARD
In the true Southern French method of preparing mustard, 
Petite Maison produces another quality product. Blended with 
the finest white truffles and spices to create a truly special con-
diment to enhance all your favorite sandwiches, grilled meats 
and salad dressings. 
B38  |  220 ml (7.4 US fl.oz.)  |  WTM PM   621787032017

BLACK TRUFFLE SEA SALT
Capturing the seductive earthy character of black truffles, this 
specialty salt will soon become one of your most frequently used 
ingredients. Sprinkle on foods as a finishing touch before serving. 
B39  |  200 g ( 7.0 oz)  |  BTS PM   621787031881

INFUSED WHITE TRUFFLE OIL
Enjoy the exceptional health benefits of Grapeseed Oil infused with the exotic  
essence of White Truffle. A contemporary twist on a 150-year-old French  
tradition. Safely used to cook at higher temperatures. Ideal for dressings,  
sauces, baking and drizzling.

A good source of Omega–6 and Vitamin E
Cholesterol & Sodium Free
Low in Saturated Fat 
 
B37  |  100 ml (3.4 US fl oz  |  WTO PM  |  621787025736

B37

B38

B39

French dressing
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GARLIC ROASTING OIL
Roasting Garlic has never been easier with our convenient oil packaged 
in an easy to use squeeze bottle. Makes a great companion item with the 
Garlic Roaster.   
B38  |  250 ml (8.5 US fl oz)  |  GRO PM  |  621787027105

TERRACOTTA GARLIC ROASTER
Roasting garlic makes it soft, spreadable and makes it taste mild yet flavourful. It is a 
tasty addition  to  any meal, appetizer or even just as a snack. It can be spread on bread 
or crackers, mixed into vegetables  and sauces, spread over meats or eaten with a fork 
straight from the clove. This unique terracotta baking dish  will enable you to roast  
garlic bulbs to perfection. Detailed instructions are included inside the box. 

B39  |  CTC PM  |  621787026894

B39

Falling for garlic
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OLIVE TAPENADES 220 G (7.7 OZ)

GREEN OLIVE & ALMOND TAPENADE 
B40  |  GOA PM  |  621787025279

KALAMATA OLIVE & LEMON TAPENADE
B41  |  BOL PM  |  621787025309

KALAMATA OLIVE & FIG TAPENADE
B42  |  KOF PM  |  621787025132

KALAMATA OLIVE & WALNUT TAPENADE 
B43  |  BOW PM  |  621787025293

B40

B42

B41

B43
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SEL DE MER FINISHING SALTS
FLEUR DE SEL FINISHING SALT
The “flower of salt” has been hand harvested on the Ile de Noirmoutier in the Atlantic Ocean off of France’s Vendée 
coast. Fleur de Sel is a complex lasting essence, neither too strong nor bitter making it a prefect all purpose salt for 
any culinary adventure.
B44  | 150 g  (5.3 oz)  |  FSS PM  |  621787025354 

HIMALAYAN PINK FINISHING SALT
These iridescent pink hued crystals are mined from the foothills of the Himalayas. The rosy hue is derived from a 
high concentration of iron and other minerals, which imbue the unrefined salt with a subtle, satisfying flavour 
and a delicate crunch.
B45  |  200 g  (7 oz)  |  HPS PM  |  621787025347

SEL GRIS FINISHING SALT
Pale grey in appearance, coarsely grained and moist, this salt is traditionally harvested from the coast of Brittany. 
Very rich in nutrients and minerals our salt is unrefined and untreated and adds savoury depth to any food. 
B46  |  180 g (6.3 oz)   |  SGS PM  |  621787025361

APPLEWOOD SMOKED FINISHING SALT  
The most popular wood used for culinary smoking, Applewood fuels the fire that flavours this naturally smoked 
sea salt. With a subtle fruit flavour, this salt is perfect for delicately flavouring chicken or fish.
B47  | 150 g  (5.3 oz)  |  SFS PM  |  621787028607

ALAEA FINISHING SALT
High in iron oxide trace minerals, this finishing salt has been sourced from red clay which seals in moisture and 
adds flavour. This robust finishing salt is perfect for roasting and grilling meats. 
B48  |  200 g (7 oz)  |  AFS PM  |  621787028591 

Sprinkle with finesse

B46

B45

B44

B48B47
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HANDCRAFTED EXPELLER PRESSED WALNUT OIL  
Handcrafted in California following a 150-year old  
French tradition, walnuts are hand roasted in small 
batches and then expeller pressed to extract a delicately 
fine oil with a distinctively roasted walnut flavour. Adds 
artisanal charm when used to bake breads and cakes,  
and earthy complexity to leafy salads.   
B49 |  RWO PM  |  621787025378 

EXPELLER PRESSED GRAPESEED OIL 
As a byproduct of winemaking, the humble grapeseed is 
an unsung hero in the culinary world. Having touted the 
virtues of grapeseed oil for more than a decade we are  
now able to offer an expeller pressed version of this incred-
ible product. Light, non-greasy oil with a delicate nutty 
flavour, grapeseed oil emulsifies beautifully into dressings 
and won’t solidify when refrigerated. As it has a very high 
smoke point, it’s the oil of choice for frying and sautéing.  
B50  |  EGO PM  |  621787025385

CHARDONNAY VINEGAR 
Handcrafted using a small batch acetator by an artisan 
vinegar producer in California, our chardonnay vinegar 
has a bright, clean, fruity flavour perfect for blending  
fresh vinaigrettes and deglazing fish and seafood dishes. 
B51  |  CHV PM  |  621787025545

MERLOT VINEGAR 
Small batch produced, rich and bold, our Merlot Vinegar 
shines when blending fresh vinaigrettes or marinades. 
Make the most of our Merlot Vinegar by standing it along-
side our traditional oils to inspire culinary creativity in 
your customers. 
B52 |  MEV PM  |  621787028614 

ALMOND OIL 
Slow roasted to perfection, expeller-pressed and lightly 
filtered, our Almond Oil adds a nutty taste to anything it 
caresses. Take full advantage of its superb capability to 
make a great match with any of our selection of vinegars.  
B53  |  ALO PM  |  621787028430

Drenched in tradition, 
            crafted to perfection

B49

B50

TRADITIONAL OILS & VINEGARS 
375 ML (12.6 US FL OZ)

B52

B53
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STONEWARE  
SERVER PLATE
Handmade to look like aged  
enamelware, this quality rustic  
stoneware serving plate can be used  
for assorted cheeses, charcuterie or  
seafood. Perfectly merchandised with 
our olivewood collection, assorted  
compotes and Brie Bakers.  
L: 13" X W: 7" 
B57  |  SSP PM6  |  621787032314

COCOTTE SETS
Small traditional French stoneware dishes for cooking and serving individual 
portions of food. Our authentically styled cocottes are versatile serve ware that 
can be used for every meal of the day from breakfast through to dessert. Please 
visit our website at www.wildlydelicious.com  for a comprehensive collection of 
inspiring recipes and applications featuring these little gems. 
D: 10 cm | W (with handle): 13.5 cm          H: 5 cm | H (with lid): 8.5 cm

CREAM COCOTTES
B54  |  CSC PM5  |  621787029840

RED COCOTTES
B55  | CSR PM5  |  621787029918

PETITE GRATIN SET 
Our Petit Gratins are the perfect shape, size and depth for achieving the ideal browned toppings. Whether using our Petit Gratins for 
a crispy morning bite or a mid-day side dish, these plates lend themselves to individual portions of the perfect size. Please visit our 
website at www.wildlydelicious.com for a comprehensive collection of inspiring recipes and applications featuring these little gems. 
D: 17 cm | W (with handles): 20 cm H: 3.5 cm

CREAM PETITE GRATIN DISH SET       B56  |  GDC PM5  | 621787030310

OLIVEWOOD COLLECTION  
CHEESE BOARDS
The Olivewood cheese board has been a part of our 
line for four seasons. Due to the handmade nature 
of these items and their limited supply we have 
always struggled to keep them in stock. Handmade 

in Germany and oil finished to a soft lustre.

MEDIUM – 33CM–36CM 
B58  |  OBM PM4  |  621787028775

LARGE – 42CM
B59  |  OCB PM  |  621787025019

COOKING UTENSILS
SMALL TASTING SPOON  L: 18 cm
B60  |  STS PM5  |  621787030433

NIBBLE BOWL           
Dimensions: approx. 5” X 4”

B61  |  ONB PM  |  621787025958

NESTING BOWL SET
This set of 4 nesting bowls can be used  
for dips or fun pinch bowls.
XS: 6.5 cm 
S: 8 cm 
M: 9.5 cm 
L: 11.5 cm
B62 |  NBS PM5 |  621787030136

B54

B55

B56

B56

B55

B54
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B57

B62

B61

B58

B60

B59
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HANDMADE STONEWARE 
BREAD BASKETS
While freshly baked bread from the oven might not be an 
everyday occurrence: the aroma, warmth, and softness of that 
luxury can happen as you wish. Our bread basket only needs 
a few minutes in the oven, to keep warm bread at the perfect 
temperature. Nothing says home like the smell of warm bread. 
26cm length X 21cm depth  X 11cm height.

FRUIT CURDS 
190 ML (8.5 OZ)

Distinctly different from confitures and often 
misunderstood, curds are rich and intensely fruity 
spreads with a velvety texture born of egg yolk 
and butter.

LEMON
B63  |  MLC PM  |  621787026818 

RASPBERRY
B64  |  RRC PM  |  621787026795

MONTMORENCY RED CHERRY
B65 | MRC PM  |  621787026801

RED 
B68  |  SBR PM4    
621787028317

CREAM 
B69  |  SBC PM4   
621787028157

BLACK 
B70  |  SBB PM4  |  621787033403

Petite dejeuner

B63

B64

B65
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ORGANIC CANE SUGARS 180 G (6.3 OZ)
Blissfully accent warm drinks, breakfast delights and delectable desserts 
with our inspiring flavours. A delightful addition to tea and lattes, crepes 
and waffles, cereal and fruit salad.

KORINGE CINNAMON  
B71  |  OCK PM  |  621787026191

MADAGASCAR VANILLA BEAN 
B72  | OCV PM  |  621787026122

ESPRESSO DARK CHOCOLATE 
B73  |  ECS PM  |  621787028553

LEMON ORGANIC 
B74  |  LCS PM  |  621787028546

B71

B72

B73

B74
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Chocolate delights

B76

B75

B77
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CHOCOLAT CHAUD  
290 G (10.2 OZ)

PEPPERMINT CHOCOLAT CHAUD
B75  |  CPC PM  |  621787029017

ORANGE CHOCOLAT CHAUD
B76  |  CCO PM  |  621787030594

RICH AND DARK CHOCOLAT CHAUD
B77  |  TDC PM  |  621787028447
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FRUIT DE MER
Petite Maison and Wildly Delicious bring the French seaside to your  
table with Fruits de Mer inspired serving ware. Handcrafted from durable  
stoneware and finished in a lustrous reactive glaze, each piece has its  
own unique identitiy. 

SHRIMP PLATTER SET
This shrimp platter stylishly conceals a standard 9” cooked 
shrimp ring. Simply unwrap ring, place in platter and 

decant cocktail sauce into the fish bowl and serve. 
Platter: D: 28 cm H: 5 cm  

Fishie: D: 7.3 cm H: 6.0 cm W: 9.2 cm  
(tail included) Spoon: L: 11.5 cm
B78  |  SPS PM5  |  621787029857

French Seashore Collection

B78
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APPETIZER  
SERVING PLATES
This set of four appetizer plates is the ideal 
choice for noshing on seafood appetizers, and 
has a built-in sauce well neatly contains dips 
and condiments from running into the food.  
D: 14.8 cm H: 2 cm
B81  |  ASP PM5  |  621787029925

COCKTAIL SAUCES
No seashore collection would be complete without cocktail sauce. We have created two exciting new sauces; 
a tangy traditional style cocktail sauce with a healthy dose of horseradish and a smooth mustard dill sauce. 
Open and serve in the Shrimp Cocktail Set or Entertaining Ensemble.

SEAFOOD COCKTAIL SAUCE
B79  |  220 ml (9.2 oz)  |   SCS PM  |  621787029796

MUSTARD DILL COCKTAIL SAUCE
B80  |  220 ml (8.2 oz)  |  MDS PM  |  621787030181

MUSTARD DILL
COCKTAIL SAUCE

B79

B81

B81

B80



B82
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PLACEMAT PADS
These beautiful placemats give you 50 opportunities  
for everyday entertaining. Perfect for any event too!  
Food Safe. Soy based inks & 30% recycled content. 
12.5” X 19” Proudly Designed in Canada

SEE PAGE 47 FOR OTHER PADS

CATCH OF THE DAY 
B83  |  CFP PM5  |  621787030525  

SEAFOOD ENTERTAINING
ENSEMBLE
Handmade in a beautiful glaze finish, this themed set is 
great for serving our Cocktail Sauces or Aïolis. The round 
bowl is ideal for lemon or other seafood garnishes. 
Tray: L: 12.5 cm W: 34.5 cm H: 2 cm
Fishie: D: 7.3 cm H: 6.0 cm W (tail included) : 9.2 cm
Lemon bowl: D: 10 cm H: 4.5 cm 
Spoon: L: 11.5 cm
B82  |  SEE PM5  |  621787030273

FISH FORK SET
These elegant forks are the perfect  
utensils for retrieving every last  
morsel of lobster, crab, mussels  
and other Fruits de Mer. Classic 
design with long, slender handles  
and the compact, narrow tines  
provide the reach needed for  
probing deep into seafood shells.  
Forks: L: 14 cm

FOUR STAINLESS STEEL FORKS 
B85 |  FFS PM5  |  621787030518

B82
B85

B84

B83
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When sautéing vegetables before steaming  mussels, simply add Roasted Garlic Fruits 
de Mer seasoning to the pan to achieve a beautifully fragrant flavourful dish

Roasted  Garlic Moulles

Shellfish is a refreshing splurge that breaks 
away from traditional holiday fare.

B85

B84
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SEASONINGS & DIP MIXES 
50 G (1.8 OZ)

CRAB DIP MIX
B86  |  CDM PM  |  621787030228

CHIPOTLE SEAFOOD DIP MIX
B87  |  CSM PM  |  621787030235

GARLIC DILL SEAFOOD DIP MIX
B88  |  GDM PM  |  621787030013

ROASTED GARLIC FRUITS DE MER SEASONING
B89  |  RGS PM  |  621787030211

SHELLING OUT
Our chowder bowl is perfect for a serving of freshly steamed  
mussels or a warm bowl of broth, soup, chili or chowder.  
Get creative and achieve flavour perfection with any of our  
easy to use seasonings and dip mixes. 

CHOWDER BOWLS
We designed these bowls for generous servings of hearty soups,  
chowders and chili. Microwavable and dishwasher safe. 
5” diameter
B84 |  CCB PM5  |  621787030426

Our quick and easy seasonings and 
dip mixes provide perfectly balanced  

flavour to your seaside dishes.

B84

B86

B87

B88

B89
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Take delicious flavour even further with
 epicurean combinations. Crab legs pair perfectly with 

our Cilantro Garlic Aïoli. A true crab lover’s delight!

Simply Sophisticated
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AÏOLIS
220 ML (8.0 OZ)

CILANTRO GARLIC AÏOLI
B90  |  CGA PM  |  621787030150 

PARMESAN BASIL AÏOLI 
b91  |  PBA PM  |  621787030204

HORSERADISH TARRAGON AÏOLI
B92  |  HTA PM  |   621787030198

B90

B91

B92

B82

B26
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Fish and Chips
Our new tartar sauces respectfully compliment the endearing 

comfort offered by Britain’s timelessly classic dish.

Make a splash with our beautiful  
Fruit de Mer inspired  fish platter

B93

B93A

FISH CUP & SPOON
B93A |  SCP PM4  |  621787033281
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TARTAR SAUCES
220 ML (8.0 OZ)

TRADITIONAL TARTAR SAUCE 
FOR WHITE FISH
B94 |  TTS PM  |  621787030167 

MAPLE HICKORY TARTAR SAUCE 
FOR SALMON
B95 |  HTS PM  |  621787030174

FISH PLATTER
L: 40 cm  | W: 25 cm
B93 |  FPC PM5  | 621787030648

Our Traditional Tartar Sauce for White Fish goes directly to the root of its heritage  

and is, without question, made the way it was meant to be. Then, in the true tradition of  

Wildly Delicious, we laid fresh eyes on this sauce and developed a second tartar sauce ideally 

suited to the earthy characteristics of salmon.

 

A Fresh Twist on an Old Favourite

B93

B94

B95
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SEASIDE FINISHING SALTS 
120 G (4.2 OZ) 

Inspired by the flavours that the world seems to know and understand best to pair with seafood  
and fish, we’ve applied them to small crystal, easily dissolving, kosher sea salt. Simply sprinkle  

on a real hit of flavour on your sea creature of choice but don’t forget about the potatoes  
regardless of whether you call them chips, fries or frites.

CHILI LIME FINSHING SALT
B97  |  CLS PM  |  621787029932 

MALT VINEGAR FINSHING SALT
B98  |  MVS PM  |  621787030259

LEMON FINSHING SALT
B99  |  LSS PM  |  621787030242

B97 B98 B99
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MALT VINEGARS 
375 ML (12.7 FL OZ)
CHILI PEPPER MASH
B100 |  CPV PM  | 621787030068

ROASTED GARLIC
B101  |  RGV PM  |  621787030051

LEMON
B102  |  LMV PM  |  621787030075

Daring Distinction 
Certain products seem to fly under the radar of innovation, remaining unchanged for decades and Malt Vinegar  

seems to be one of those products. Well, we’ve applied fresh eyes to this very traditional fish & chip condiment with  

spectacular results. These three new flavoured malts are guaranteed to raise an eyebrow and catch a smile of approval.  

Richly flavoured yet well balanced, they retain all the characteristics of a great Malt Vinegar but add another  

dimension of flavour to french fries and battered fish.

B100 B101 B102
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PURE
AND
SIMPLE
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SOUR CHERRY JAM
Bursting with the intense flavors of generously  sized 
morsels of cherries, our Sour Cherry Jam  will delight all 
cherry lovers with its delicious and mouth watering taste. 
Fresh, warm bread is exactly what this jam calls for!

C1  |  250 ml (9.8 oz)  |  SCJ MA  |  621787029956

C1
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BUTTER BOWL
A butter bowl is a ceramic dish with a simple, ingenious design that 
keeps butter at the perfect consistency for spreading while also  
preventing it from turning rancid. The bowl-shaped insert holds 
about a stick of butter and stores into the crock creating an air 
free seal when filled with a bit of water, keeping the butter at room 
temperature. Other than changing the water every few days, it requires 
little more maintenance than a regular butter dish and the round 
footprint saves some counter space. Box includes: 2 piece ceramic  
in natural cream colour.

C3  |  BBC PM  |  621787025934 

Just peachy
These plump vibrant jewels arrive 
in time for the season's celebra-
tions. From a luscious sponge to 
ruby-red tart  Tatins, strawberries 
will give your summer desserts a 
fresh sweetness.

C2

C3

NEW 
PACKAGING

STONEWARE FRUIT BASKET
Use this delightful handmade stoneware basket to serve fresh  
ripe berries and other produce straight from the garden.  
Entirely handcrafted of stoneware and dishwasher safe.  
5 3/4" x 5 1/2" x 2 3/4" high.

C2  | 250 ml (9.8 oz) | SFB PS  |  621787032321
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STRAWBERRY RHUBARB JAM
This pure Strawberry Rhubarb Jam is a taste 
of  Ontario’s fresh fruit harvest. Its delicate 
combination of sweet and tart flavors brings 
muffins, scones and toast to life. 

C6  |  250 ml (9.8 oz)  |  SRJ MA  |  621787032178

WILD BLUEBERRY JAM
This handcrafted jam is prepared using 
wild blueberries grown in the Northern 
highland regions of Quebec which are 
known for their rich depth of flavour 
and unmistakable sweetness.

C5  |  250 ml (9.8 oz) | WBJ MA  |  621787029963

PURE PEACH JAM
The homemade quality of our sweet Peach 
Jam is bursting with sun ripened peaches, a 
pure treat of perfection.

C4  | 250 ml (9.8 oz) | PPJ MA  |  621787032185

Simple pleasures
The full, fresh flavour of whole fruit is the key to the purity  of these recipes. Filled in authentic Bernardin Mason jars  featuring  

a wide opening, these delightful jams, jellies,  sauces, marmalades and confits are irresistible!

WHITE GRAPEFRUIT MARMALADE
Pure white grapefruits make for a delectable 
bright tasting marmalade full of sweet citrus 
flavor. An elegant choice for breakfast, brunch 
or tea time served with toast or scones.

C7 |  250 ml (9.8 oz) |  WGM MA  |  621787032161

C7

C4 C5

C6
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Luscious indulgence 
Made by hand in small batches to ensure every jar has pure quality and consistency.

Drizzle on ice cream, cakes and brownies. Stir into coffee and milkshakes, use as a 

fondue or simply savour a spoonful!
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CHOCOLATE WITH FLEUR
DE SEL CARAMEL SAUCE 
A rich and silky dessert sauce blended with 
a hint of fleur de sel to bring out the delicate 
nuances of the complex flavours of cocoa 
and caramel. Use on ice creams, your  
favourite desserts or anywhere a touch 
of decadence is needed.

C8  |  CCS MA  |  621787029697

CHOCOLATE BOURBON SAUCE
Drizzled over ice cream, cakes, pies or 
cookies, our chocolate burbon sauce 
adds the perfect  finishing touch. Serve 
warm or at room temperature. Blend 
with fresh cream for a delectable 
accompaniment to fresh fruit.

C10  |  CBS MA  |  621787032208

PEPPERMINT FUDGE SAUCE
This pure peppermint sauce offers the 
cool taste  of peppermint blended with 
rich dark chocolate  for a dip into 
elegance, perfect for holiday dessert.  
Spoon over ice cream or fresh cake. 
 

C9  |  PFS MA  |  621787032192

C8

C10

C9

CHOCOLATE SAUCES  
260 G (9.2 OZ.)
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Magical Charcuterie
It's amusing how something with hundreds and hundreds of years of  heritage can get rediscovered as new. Charcuterie is 

one of those items as it has been appearing on starter menus from what seems to be every hip restaurant in North America. 

We’ve produced two wonderful  accompaniments to compliment the simplistic charm of dry cured meats.

tangerine &
 red chili jelly

beet & 
red onion 
marmalade
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BLACKCURRANT & MINT JELLY
Two timeless jelly flavours collide into one spectacular recipe 
ideally served in the traditional manner as  a condiment to 
lamb chops. It will leave you wondering why no one has ever 
put these two  flavours together before.
C11  |  250 ml (9.8 oz)  |  BMJ MA  |  621787029895

TANGERINE & RED CHILI JELLY
Fresh and fragrant Tangerines flirt with a 
tickle of  Red Chili in this addictive 
savoury jelly. Irresistible when served 
as a condiment to chicken and pork.
C12  |  250 ml (9.8 oz)  |  TPJ MA  |  621787029864

SWEET RED PEPPER JAM
Sweet meets savoury in this compelling, versatile jam that pairs 
itself perfectly with quiches, pork or simply crackers and cheese.
C13  |  250 ml (9.8 oz) |  RPJ MA  |  621787029673

BEET & RED ONION MARMALADE
A new twist on Grandma’s pickled beets, this savoury   
marmalade is becoming the condiment of choice on   
grilled burgers and sausages. 
C14  |  250 ml (9.8 oz)  |  BOM MA  |  621787029970

Our Beet & Red Onion Marmalade,

is a 2013 sofi™ Gold Awardee for  

Outstanding Jam, Preserve, Honey  

or Nut Butter.

pride & joy

C11

C12

C13

C14

Savoury 
   sensations
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BLACK OLIVE & ONION MARMALADE
Back to basics, this new twist of rich black Kalamata  
olives are blended with fresh onions to offer a new 
spread. Try on burgers, in sandwiches and cheese plates.
C16  |  250 ml (9.8 oz)  |  BOO MA  |  621787032154

Sweet on maple
These flavourful condiments are just the thing for serving alongside your star attraction. From tart cranberry sauce that would  

be perfect with turkey to black olive & onion marmalade ideal for chicken, they'll add the finishing touch to the table.

CARAMELIZED ONION & MAPLE CONFIT
We use deep brown maple syrup from our 
favourite Quebec sugar bush gently folded into 
golden  caramelized onions to produce this 
classical French Canadian condiment. Truly 
versatile, this condiment has unlimited 
applications enjoyed with beef, pork, chicken, 
paté and a charcuterie plate. Serve with salmon 
and fresh trout, in sandwiches and cheese plates. 
 
C15  |  240 g (8.5 oz)  |  MOC MA  |  621787030488

C15

C16
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C15

MUSKOKA CRANBERRY SAUCE
A Traditional staple with Thanksgiving turkey dinner and, of course, 
with leftover turkey sandwiches, Muskoka Cranberry Sauce is made 

with tart, tangy cranberries harvested from a marsh in Bala.
Simple and pure with a soft citrus note and no preservatives. 

C17  |  250 ml (8.5 oz)  |  MCS MA  |  621787030464

C17

Best of Bala
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WILDLY DELICIOUS FINE FOODS® 

114A RAILSIDE ROAD, TORONTO, ON, CANADA  M3A 1A3
TEL: 416.444.2011 | FACSIMILE: 416.444.0010  

TOLL FREE: 1.888.545.9995 | E-MAIL: FEEDBACK@WILDLYDELICIOUS.COM

WILDLYDELICIOUS.COM

DRIED BLUEBERRIES ENROBED 
IN MILK CHOCOLATE
D1  |  180 g (6.3 oz)  |  WBL C  |  621787002232 




